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Interpreting Movement Manner
Abstract

We describe a new paradigm in which a user can produce a wide range of expressive, natural-looking
movements of animated characters by specifying their manners and attitudes with natural language verbs and
adverbs. A natural language interpreter, a Parameterized Action Representation (PAR), and an expressive
motion engine (EMOTE) are designed to bridge the gap between natural language instructions issued by the
user and expressive movements carried out by the animated characters. By allowing users to customize basic
movements with natural language terms to support individualized expressions, our approach may eventually
lead to the automatic generation of expressive movements from speech text, a storyboard script, or a
behavioral simulation.
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Abstract

imated characters basically understand a small
set of motion concepts and stage directions that
we use in conversing with other people. Such a
system o ers a more abstract and higher level of
control in which animators manipulate their characters by issuing navigation commands [12], or
describing rules of behavior, emotional state, or
reactions to situations [5]. However, these systems frequently su er from a common problem:
the low-level movements of the animated characters lack variations to create di erent expressions
and manners. Indeed, the various characters often move in a fairly mechanical manner and share
very similar motions.
On the other hand, research in natural movement generation has been continuously making
progress in modifying existing motion capture or
animated sequences to produce di erent expressions [19, 22, 1, 11, 25, 21]. They seem to have
captured a wide variation in low-level movements.
However, the process of leveraging existing motions is often lengthy, requiring users to either
generate some function models and characteristic functions, or manually adjust some low-level,
non-intuitive parameter settings.
We introduce a new paradigm that combines
the advantages of natural language control and
natural movement generation | the ability to
produce a wide range of natural-looking movements by specifying manners and attitudes with
high-level natural language instructions. We take
a deep look into movement science with the hope
to have a better understanding of the qualitative

We describe a new paradigm in which a user
can produce a wide range of expressive, naturallooking movements of animated characters by
specifying their manners and attitudes with natural language verbs and adverbs. A natural language interpreter, a Parameterized Action Representation (PAR), and an expressive motion engine (EMOTE) are designed to bridge the gap
between natural language instructions issued by
the user and expressive movements carried out
by the animated characters. By allowing users to
customize basic movements with natural language
terms to support individualized expressions, our
approach may eventually lead to the automatic
generation of expressive movements from speech
text, a storyboard script, or a behavioral simulation.

Keywords: Laban Movement Analysis, Gesture,
Interactive Computer Animation, Natural Language Control

1 Introduction
In recent years increasing attention has been paid
to natural language control of interactive computer animation and natural movement generation of animated characters. Researchers try to
build an animation system in which a user can
talk to characters using natural language instructions to direct or modify their actions. The an1

aspects of movements and how they vary across
individuals. Our EMOTE approach [14, 7] to
bridge the gap between manually and procedurally animated characters establishes a new layer
of control in which expressiveness is represented
by a small number of qualitative parameters. This
layer of control gives rise to another layer where
characters controlled by natural language instructions show di erent performances according to adverbs that convey manners and attitudes.
Our approach involves modifying the E ort factors (Space, Weight, Time, and Flow) and the
Shape dimensions (Horizontal, Vertical, Sagittal,
and Shape Flow) of actions (verbs) using adverbs
as modi ers. All the verbs available to the user
have a corresponding motion template which is
stored in a persistent motion database and dened as key time and pose information as well as
some particular E ort and Shape settings. The
adverbs in the textual input given by the user are
rst parsed out by a natural language parser and
then translated by a natural language translator
into E ort and Shape quality modi ers, which are
further applied to the motion templates to vary
their performances so that di erent manners, inner states, personalities, and emotions can be depicted by animated characters.
In the next section, we present some related
work. In the following sections, we brie y describe the EMOTE module and the PAR module, which is used to make the connection between natural language instructions and virtual
agents. We also describe the whole system architecture where all the modules are integrated
together. Then, three series of animation examples are presented to show how to use adverbs to
modify the E ort and Shape settings of actions as
to exhibit di erent nuances in the expressions of
the underlying movements. Finally, we conclude
with the main contributions of our current work.

teract with animated characters. The AnimNL
project [2, 23] is one of the most sophisticated
works so far on the use of natural language processing (NLP) in the context of 3D animation.
In this project natural language commands convey desired motion and spatial aspects of behavior of the animated characters. In the Improv project, Perlin and Goldberg [20] describe an
approach in which actors follow \English-style"
scripts. Scripts are sets of author-de ned rules
governing behavior of actors, which are used to
determine the appropriate animated actions to
be performed at any given time. Cavazza and
Palmer [12] implement an integrated parser based
on a linguistic formalism tailored to the processing of the speci c natural language instructions
required to control a game player character. The
parser outputs structured messages to the animation layer which further interprets these messages
to generate appropriate behaviors.
The idea of altering existing animation to produce di erent characteristics is not new. Several
researchers have speci cally addressed the issue of
generating movements with expressiveness. Perlin uses stochastic noise functions to give the \visual impression of personality" to animated puppets [19]. The user can vary the expression depicted by characters by adding a random component to their joints, modifying the bias on their
joints, and varying the transition times for different actions. These methods give characters a
dynamic presence and a random sense of attractiveness, but do not necessarily present a natural, human-like demeanor. Unuma, Anjyo, and
Takeuchi use a continuous rescaled Fourier technique to allow smooth transitions between two
captured motions using interpolation, as well as
to generate exaggerated motions using extrapolation [22]. They showed examples of walking and
running with the following emotions: hollow, vacant, graceful, cold, brisk, happy, vivid and hot.
Amaya, Bruderlin, and Calvert present a more
general method for adding emotion to motions.
They derived emotional transforms from motion
capture data by quantifying the di erences be-

2 Related Work
Several research projects have been dedicated to
the use of natural language based interfaces to in2

tween neutral and emotion-driven actions using
the speed of the end-e ector and the spatial amplitude of joint angle signals [1]. They then use
the emotional transforms to add emotions to neutral actions. Further, they are able to apply emotional transform derived from one part of body
to another part of body. For example, an emotional transform derived from angry and sad arm
movements can be applied to legs to generate angry and sad kicking motions. The authors use
the technique to capture ten emotions (or moods):
neutral, sad, happy, fearful, tired, strong, weak,
excited, and relaxed. Our approach distinguishes
from these last two techniques on at least two aspects: rst, we do not apply characteristics of one
motion to another, but instead assume that each
motion has default E ort and Shape settings and
use adverbs as modi ers to amplify or diminish
di erent aspects of these settings; secondly, our
method is not based on the frequency domain and
therefore can deal with noncyclic motions that
these two methods failed to capture.
By treating motion parameters as sampled signals, Bruderlin and Williams apply techniques
from signal processing to modify motions [11].
Witkin and Popovic have a similar system for
editing captured or keyframed animation by
warping motion parameters curves [25]. Wiley
and Hahn [24] produce new motions using linear
interpolation on a set of example motions, but
their method requires computation and storage
exponential in the number of parameters.
Rose, Cohen, and Bodenheimer present a
method to leverage existing motion capture or animated sequences that allow real-time interpolation based on the settings of \adverbs" [21]. Using an o -line authoring system, they parameterize the motion \verbs" with \adverbs" and create a verb graph to specify transitions between
verbs. At runtime, these structures allow the user
to modify animations in real-time by changing adverb settings. Their work is closely related to our
own, but we take a very di erent approach. The
\adverbs" they use are not actually real adverbs
in the sense of natural language but instead some

low-level interpolation parameters. As we mentioned before, our work is based on our EMOTE
model, which allows the animation of characters
with natural-looking movements through the use
of a small number of high-level parameters that
represent qualitative aspects of movements. We
add one more layer on top of EMOTE to parse out
adverbs and translate them into modi ers which
in turn modify the high-level E ort and Shape parameters. As a result, users do not have to worry
about the low-level interpolation parameters, and
characters controlled by natural language commands show di erent performances according to
the user-input adverbs that convey manners and
attitudes.

3 EMOTE
Our approach in generating natural movements
involves building computational models of a particularly important system called Laban Movement Analysis (LMA). LMA has four major components | Body, Space, Shape, and E ort. The
components of LMA that we cover are E ort and
Shape [9, 10, 17]. In her PhD dissertation, Chi
created and implemented a kinematic analog to
the E ort part of this movement notational system [14, 6]. In recent work, we have extended
Chi's implementation of arm E ort movements
to include the Shape qualities, plus the torso and
legs [13]. We call this system EMOTE (Expressive MOTion Engine).
E ort comprises four motion factors: Space,
Weight, Time, and Flow. Each motion factor is
a continuum between two extremes: (1) indulging
in the quality and (2) ghting against the quality. These extreme E ort Elements are seen as
basic, \irreducible" qualities, meaning they are
the smallest units of change in an observed movement. Table 1 shows the LMA E ort elements {
the extremes for each motion factor.
The Shape dimensions in LMA are Horizontal,
Vertical, Sagittal, and Shape Flow 1. The terms
Shape Flow is primarily concerned with changes of relationship with the body parts and these changes can be
1
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E ort

Indulging

Space
Weight
Time
Flow

Indirect
Light
Sustained
Free

Fighting

lizing the qualitative aspects provided by E ort
and Shape and procedurally converting the qualitative into the non-intuitive quantitative parameters. Our E ort and Shape model is computationally ecient, performing in real-time, and allowing for interactive motion generation and editing.
Due to space limitation we refer you to [13] for
more technical details.

Direct
Strong
Sudden
Bound

Table 1: E ort Elements

Dimension Shape
Vertical

Horizontal
Sagittal

Rising
Sinking
Enclosing
Spreading
Retreating
Advancing

E ort

4 PAR

Weight-Light
Weight-Strong
Space-Direct
Space-Indirect
Time-Sudden
Time-Sustained

The Parameterized Action Representation (PAR)
[4, 5, 8] is designed to bridge the gap between natural language instructions and the virtual agents
who are to carry them out. PAR is therefore
constructed based jointly on implemented motion capabilities of virtual agents and linguistic
requirements for instruction interpretation. PAR
includes slots for many types of information that
can sometimes occur linguistically as adjuncts to
the main verb phrase. These slots include spatiotemporal information, as well as applicability,
preparatory, and terminating conditions. Manner information is encoded which is frequently
expressed as adverbs (quickly, gently, carefully,
sadly, tiredly, haphazardly). This rich representational structure allows PAR to capture the physical or performance attributes of movements and
actions. In our current system, we focus on the
manner manipulations. On the NLP level the natural language interpreter, consisting of a parser
and a translator, maps the user-input adverbs
to some manner modi ers in term of E ort and
Shape settings. The modi ers are then combined
with the default manner de ned in the motion
template to supply a new manner in an instantiated PAR (iPAR). On the PAR level, the iPAR
with the modi ed manner is put on to the multilayered iPAR queue in the corresponding agent
process (see section 5). When the iPAR is actually executed after various necessary condition
checkings, the manner is passed to the EMOTE
level for generating the low-level motion parameters, which essentially govern the movement performance.

Table 2: E ort and Shape Anities
used to describe the extreme attitudes towards
these dimensions are Spreading and Enclosing,
Rising and Sinking, Advancing and Retreating,
Opening and Closing, respectively. In general,
Shape changes occur in anities with corresponding E orts (Table 2 [10]). Although EMOTE allows independent control of E ort and Shape, the
anities should normally be respected.
E ort and Shape qualities are expressed using
numeric parameters that can vary along distinct
scales. Each dimension of E ort and Shape is
associated with a scale ranging from 1 to +1.
The extreme values in these scales correspond
to extreme attitudes towards their respective dimensions. For example, a +1 value in E ort's
Weight factor corresponds to a Strong movement;
a 1 value in Shape's Horizontal dimension corresponds to an Enclosing movement. E ort parameters are translated into low-level movement
parameters, while Shape parameters are used to
modify key pose information.
Our EMOTE system can produce a wide range
of expressive, natural-looking movements by utitoward or away from the body, while E ort Flow is mainly
concerned with amount of control and bodily tension.

4

5 Natural Language Interpreter

dimension. For example, \carefully" might
translate into Light and slightly Sustained (a
Weight value of 0:5 and a Time value of 0:2);
\haphazardly" might translate into Indirect and
somewhat Free (a Space value of 0:4 and an
E ort Flow value of 0:5). This can be similarly
done by constructing a more sophisticated translation table. It is important to note that the
output of the translator is not the nal E ort and
Shape settings being applied to the movements,
but instead manner modi ers that need to be
combined with the default manner associated
with a speci c verb. As we mentioned previously,
each verb is associated with default manners
that are de ned in terms of E ort and Shape.
Some verbs that represent actions which carry no
particular manners to be performed may have all
of their associated E ort and Shape parameters
set to zero. An example is the verb \get". Other
verbs such as punch, press, slash and dab, on
the other hand, imply some particular manners
and therefore E ort and Shape settings. In such
cases, the nal E ort and Shape settings are
computed as follows:

The natural language interpreter consists of a
parser and a translator. The parser takes a natural language instruction and outputs a tree identifying its di erent components such as noun, verb,
adverb, preposition, etc. We are using as the basis of our parser the XTAG Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammar system in C++ [18].
The translator uses the output of the parser as
indices to look up a translation table, which is
built manually to convert adverbs to appropriate
E ort and Shape settings. In the following we
show a sample translation table.
TOP-LEVEL
play / PLAY / MORE_TIME_MODIFIER SPACE WEIGHT FLOW
play / PLAY / TIME_MODIFIER SPACE WEIGHT FLOW
play / PLAY / SPACE WEIGHT TIME FLOW
SPACE
_[ directly ] / _(0.2, _, _, _)
_[ indirectly ] / _(-0.2, _, _, _)
_
/ _(0.0, _, _, _)
WEIGHT
_[ strongly ] / _(_, 0.2, _, _)
_[ lightly ] / _(_, -0.2, _, _)
_
/ _(_, 0.0, _, _)

P(

TIME
_[ slowly ] / _(_, _, -0.2, _)
_[ quickly ] / _(_, _, 0.2, _)
_
/ _(_, _, 0.0, _)

+adverb) = P (verb) +
j P (verb) j * P (adverb)
i = Spc, Wgt, Tim, Flw, Hor, Ver, Sag

i verb

i

i

i

where P represents the parameter setting in each
E ort and Shape component, and j P (verb) j is
the absolute value of the verb setting.

FLOW
_[ freely ] / _(_, _, _, -0.2)
_[ boundly ] / _(_, _, _, 0.2)
_
/ _(_, _, _, 0.0)

i

i

TIME_MODIFIER
_[ more [ slowly ] ] / _(_, _, -0.3, _)
_[ more [ quickly ] ] / _(_, _, 0.3, _)

6 System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the whole integrated system. We brie y describe the relevant
modules for the context of this work.

MORE_TIME_MODIFIER
_( more [ even ] ) [ slowly ] / _(_, _, -0.4, _)
_( more [ even ] ) [ quickly ] / _(_, _, 0.4, _)

According to the translation table, instructions
\play slowly,", \play more slowly," \play even
more slowly" are translated into PLAY(0.0,
-0.2, 0.0, 0.0),
PLAY(0.0, -0.3, 0.0,
0.0), and PLAY(0.0, -0.4, 0.0, 0.0), respectively. (Note: the parameter values are
set arbitrarily.) Some adverbs may translate
into parameters associated with more than one

 Database: The motion templates speci ed

through key time and pose information, as
well as the default manners de ned as E ort
and Shape parameter settings, are stored in a
persistent database. The keyframes could be
de ned by the user, or could be formed by an
external process, for example, a procedurally
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User input

NL instruction

Keyframes
+ manner

User

NLParser
verb,
noun, etc

Tcl/Tk GUI

adverb
manner
modifiers

Database

Get/Set
Parameters

NLTranslator

iPAR

Agent Process

Database Manager

GestureNet

HandNet

(Arm+Torso)Net

EMOTE Module

Jack ToolKit

Figure 1: System Architecture
generated motion, or motion captured from
live performance.

before moving onto the next action, to execute actions in parallel or in sequence, and to
dynamically extend the action structure by
invoking other PaT-Nets from nodes of the
current one [4, 26].
 Jack Toolkit: We use the EAI/Transom
Jack toolkit [16] to maintain and control the
actual geometry, scene graphs, and human
behaviors and constraints.

 Agent Process: Each instance of an agent

is controlled by a separate agent process,
which maintains a queue of all iPARs (instantiated PAR) to be executed by the agent.
When the applicability and preparatory conditions are satis ed and the terminating condition is false, the agent process is ready to
execute the action according to the execution
steps speci ed in the iPAR [5].

7 Animation Examples

 GestureNet: It is responsible for the syn-

To demonstrate the idea of using natural language
instructions with verbs and adverbs to leverage
natural movements, we have created a series of animations shown on the accompanying video. All
the examples were generated in real-time. The
rst series of animations focus on using adverbs
to gradually modify the E ort Time factor, which
in turn a ects the dynamics of movements. For
example, instructions "sign quickly", "sign more
quickly", and "sign even more quickly" are used
to incrementally speed up the performance of
the American Sign Language (ASL) sentence "I

chronization of ArmTorsoNet and HandNet
which respectively control the arm and torso
and hands movements. GestureNet, ArmTorsoNet and HandNet are implemented
using PaT-Nets (Parallel Transition Networks) [3]. A PaT-Net is a simultaneously
executing nite state automata in which the
nodes are associated with actions and connections between the nodes are associated
with transition conditions. PaT-Nets make
it very easy to wait on completion of actions
6

Figure 2: Sign with Neutral E ort Time ( rst two rows) and Sign very Quickly (last row)

Figure 3: Play Pianissimo (the rst row) and Play Forte (the second row) on the Piano
7

was sick, but I am well now" (see Figure 2).
Also we can make the signs be performed slower
and slower using instructions "sign slowly", "sign
more slowly", and "sign even more slowly." To
show why EMOTE is more versatile than methods that are only working on stretching or compressing a timing curve, in the second series of
animations we concentrate on using adverbs to
modify the E ort Weight factor. For example, the
instruction "play forte" on the piano produces a
Strong manner toward the impact of body weight
as opposed to a Light manner produced by the
instruction "play pianissimo" (see Figure 3). Adverbs related to other E ort factors can be similarly applied.
In the third series of animations we pay more
attention to using adverbs that more likely have
an impact on torso shaping. For instance, "walk
sadly (discouragedly)" results in a concave shape
and slouched shoulders to reveal the inner turmoils; "walk proudly (boastfully)" makes the character strut with chest out and head high. These
examples demonstrate the important role that the
torso plays in capturing the subtleties of movements. Our belief, also re ected in these examples, is that movements localized in the limbs
alone lack conviction and naturalness, if the rest
of the body is not appropriately engaged.

vidualized expressions, this paradigm may eventually lead to the automatic generation of expressive movements from speech text, a storyboard
script, or a behavioral simulation.
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